RETHINK WHAT’S POSSIBLE
LAMINATE FLOORING

PREMIUM LUSTRE™
This Commercial Collection Features
The look of premium domestic hardwood in a high gloss piano finish

12mm thick planks for solid feel and sound absorption

Collection design features:

Commercial VisionGuard® with AC5 wear layer

NT

MEME

HG

5˝ wide planks

Lifetime† Residential / 15-Year Commercial Warranty

Blizzard Pine L8703

Adrift Pine L8702

Summer Tan Fruitwood L8700

Candied Cherry L8701

ABOUT COMMERCIAL LAMINATE
Forest Brown Maple L8704

†

Businesses and residences utilizing Armstrong’s laminate
expect higher traffic on the floor than average homeowners.
For that reason, we offer these commercial lines – flooring
with Armstrong’s renowned beauty, but with our most
protective wear layer.

Lifetime is defined as the life of the original purchaser’s installation, or 50 years.
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DESIGN FEATURES KEY
= Texture

= Ends & Edges

= Gloss

Candied Cherry
L8701

Finishing Touches
For a finished look and smooth transitions to adjoining flooring surfaces, Armstrong offers a complete selection of
coordinated trims and moldings in all species and colors.

T-MOLDING

STAIR NOSE

QUARTER ROUND

Fills the gap at doorways, and finishes spaces between
the two areas of laminate flooring.

Used where laminate flooring meets a step down or
landing, or great for staircases.

The classic finish to your laminate floor, used where
wall and flooring meet.

MULTI-PURPOSE REDUCER/THRESHOLD
Provides a smooth transition from your laminate floor to
another type of flooring at a lower height. Also, finishes
the space where laminate flooring ends against a
vertical surface and where a quarter round cannot be
used such as, sliding glass doors, against cabinet toe
kicks, or carpet.

FLUSH STAIR NOSE
The durability of Armstrong’s laminate flooring makes a
great choice for staircases.

Aluminum Molding
• Full assortment of ADA-compliant trims and moldings

ALUMINUM TRANSITIONS

• All colors can be used with any floor

Gold

Platinum

Bronze

• Provides enhanced durability
• The 3-in-1 trim contains the reducer and threshold add on components,
therefore any of the 3 profiles can be obtained; track is included with the
3-in-1 bundle (see page 82 for details)
REDUCER

THRESHOLD

T-MOLDING

Provides a smooth transition from your
laminate floor to another flooring at a
lower height.

Finishes the space where laminate flooring
ends such as, sliding glass doors, wall
bases, door thresholds and carpet.

Fills the gap at doorways and finishes
spaces between the two areas of
laminate flooring.
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Installation
Lock&Fold

®

Lock&Fold® technology is the industry’s fastest and easiest installation system. No angling of the short end
and then the long end – simply lock and fold. Reduced installation time means you can enjoy your new
floor sooner with less interruption to your home.

START

LOCK

FOLD

FINISHED

Underlayment
Armstrong has engineered a line of underlayments to be used
when installing laminate floors. The use of quality underlayment
is critical to a successful installation and should be installed
prior to laying planks. Use the pre-applied tape for a seamless
moisture barrier, especially over concrete. These underlayments
can also be used with any floating floor installation.
PREMIUM
S-1836 Quiet Comfort™
Underlayment

S-1837 Quiet Comfort
Underlayment

Moisture Barrier

•••

•••

Lifetime Warranty*

•••

•••

Superior Noise
Reduction

•••

••

Greater Underfoot
Comfort

•••

•

*When installed with Armstrong laminate flooring.
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